
Compress the clip on the wheel and press into the
bottom of the post. Bang the wheel on the ground to
insert the wheel into the post. Repeat these steps 3
more times for the remaining 3 posts

Bang

Push inside

Ground

Compress

Steel clip

STEP 1

Slide the bumpers on the post

STEP 2

move bumper to the bottom

STEP 3

Put the 2 pieces of plastic clips together and place the
clips in the slot above the bumper on all four posts

Above the bumper

STEP 4

Slide the bottom shelf over the 4 posts. Note the two
posts with the wheels with the brakes should be to
the right side when facing the cart

Brake wheels

STEP 5

Place 2 sets of plastic clips above the shelf on the left
side when facing the cart, Slide on the side shelf
frame, Press the side shelf onto the side shelf frame

Above the bottom shelf

Side shelf frame

side shelf

STEP 6

Place 4 sets of plastic clips on the two left posts and slide
on the side board, Repeat these steps for the two right
posts. Pls make sure they are on the same level

plastic clips

Bottom shelf

Bottom frame

Side board

About positions

The above clip directly on the

bottom clip

STEP 7

Press in the back rack for the bottom shelf

STEP 8

Place 4 sets of plastic clips above the side board and slide
on the top shelf

STEP 9

Press in the back rack for the top shelf, Press in the right
and left side racks for the top shelf

STEP 10

Place 2 sets of plastic clips above the side board, Slide on
the handle

Post

Plastic bumper

Wheels

Plastic clip Top shelf & bottom shelf

QTY: 4 Pcs

QTY: 20sets=40 Pcs

QTY: 4 Pcs

QTY: 4 Pcs

2 pcs with brake, 2 without

Back racks(For bottom & top shelves)

QTY: 2 Pcs

Side shelf

Left and right racks

QTY: 2 Pcs

QTY: 1 Pcs

QTY: 2 Pcs

Side shelf frame

Handle

QTY: 1 Pcs

QTY: 1 Pcs

Side board
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QTY: 2 Pcs

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Firstly, place 2 sets of plastic

clips directly on Side shelf

frame.  then slide the side

board, when the board slide to

the bottom, we can mark on

the post to confirm the position

of top 2 plastic cilps

TIP

This plastic clip must

directly on the bumper

TIP

Tapped lightly with a rubber

hammer, make each parts

connect tightly. It's better to

put a towel or soft things on

these parts to protect them


